Estimation of autonomic response based on individually determined time axis.
The analysis of the time-dependence of autonomic response requires: 1. A reliable procedure for the quantification of autonomic activity under nonsteady conditions, such as an algorithm for time-frequency decomposition (ex. SDA. Wigner-Ville, or others). 2. The choice of an adequate time scale for focusing on the data: (a) the regular, universal time scale, independent of the unsteady physiological conditions, or (b) a time axis defined by specific events related to an applied perturbation, as the indicators of specific experimental or physiological conditions, so that each individual is considered according to his own intrinsic time scale. The alignment of the various subjects according to their intrinsic time scale, reflecting their individual response mechanisms, may help to disclose a common pattern of autonomic function. Using an absolute time scale to align and average results for different subjects may obscure the underlying mechanisms. Several examples of autonomic challenges are presented, in which the use of an individual time scale contributes to unveil a typical response pattern: tilt test in vasovagal syncope, the autonomic effect of active standing on hypertension, and the autonomic response to acute hypoxia.